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Abstract Fear of sexual violence constrains women’s lives in many ways.

Underlying that fear is a set of widely shared cultural discourses which define

women as physically vulnerable, assume women are incapable of protecting

themselves and others, stress the ubiquity of male sexual predators, and hold women

responsible for avoiding such predators. This article explores the ways in which

service in the U.S. military, where sexual assaults appear to be especially common,

and immersion in masculinist military culture can both challenge and reinforce

women’s belief in these discourses. Data come from 25 in-depth, semi-structured

interviews conducted during 2012 and 2013 with a non-random sample of women

who were current or former U.S. military members. All participants were under age

45 and had deployed to Iraq or Afghanistan at some point; some participants re-

ported fear of rape during their military service and some did not.
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Introduction

Research suggests that from one-quarter to one-third of military women (defined

herein as women who are current or former military members) are sexually

assaulted during their time in the service [49]. These numbers suggest that sexual

assault may be more common among military than civilian women, especially given

that surveys of civilian women typically ask about lifetime experiences of sexual

assault whereas surveys of military women typically cover periods of only
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2–6 years [49]. Moreover, surveys on military sexual assault likely understate the

problem even more than do surveys of civilian women, for two important reasons.

First, most surveys of military women were conducted through military or Veterans

Health Administration (VA) channels, which women may have good reasons for

distrusting [25, 42, 51]. And second, most were conducted before large numbers of

women began deploying to Iraq or Afghanistan, where sexual assault appears to

have been more common [23].

These sexual assaults occurred—and are occurring—in one of the most

masculinist institutions in American society. A masculinist institution is one that

is dominated both by men and by cultural attitudes traditionally inculcated into men,

such as a rejection of any signs of weakness.

Although significant changes have occurred as the U.S. military has increasingly

integrated women into its ranks, continued objections to expanding women’s roles

in combat—the core task of the military—illustrate both the continued desire to

preserve the military as male territory and the continued belief that only men can

truly be warriors [8, 12, 41]. Indeed, military culture values hyper-masculinity,

characterized by competitiveness, physical strength, heavy alcohol use, violence,

risk-taking, and the denigration and sexual objectification of women [2, 10, 22, 29].

In addition, masculinist military culture inscribes gender differences as natural and

positions masculinity both in opposition to and superior to femininity [11, 12, 22,

41]. These characteristics are further reinforced by the military’s emphasis on male

bonding and by the relative absence of outside monitoring. Importantly, all these

characteristics match those known to create rape-prone social contexts [26, 38], and

all are heightened during deployments to combat zones.

Given these circumstances, one might logically assume that fear of rape would be

exceptionally high among military women. Such fears, research on civilian women

suggests, can substantially constrain women’s lives, leading civilian women to

avoid parks, ‘‘unsafe’’ neighborhoods, public transportation, night time activities,

and the like [6, 7, 16, 17, 24, 33, 53]. More generally, these constraints have led

some scholars to conclude that fear of rape serves generally to keep women ‘‘in their

place’’ and thus to reinforce gender inequality (e.g., [24, 40, 44, 45]). This article

explores how women’s experiences in the military and immersion in masculinist

military culture can increase or—surprisingly—reduce their fear of rape by

reinforcing or challenging the American cultural ideas that underlie these fears. At a

broader level, the article illustrates the problems that emerge when an institution

offers individual empowerment to women but neither political analysis nor broader

cultural change.1

Given its prevalence and traumatic nature, civilian and military women’s fear of

rape is reasonable. This fear is not simply a natural result of women’s physical

vulnerability. For example, civilian women’s fears disproportionately center on rape

by strangers even though most rapists are known to those they assault, and

disproportionately occur among older, middle-class women even though younger,

lower-class women are more at risk [24, 35].

1 Men’s experiences with rape and fear of rape in the military deserve exploration as well, but were

beyond the scope of this research.
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This mismatch between the fears and realities of rape reflect four cultural

messages deeply embedded in American culture [1, 5, 9, 18, 20, 24, 45, 46]. First,

girls and women are taught that they are physically vulnerable to male sexual

predation. Second, they are taught that they are incapable of protecting themselves

and so must find ‘‘good’’ boys or men to protect them [14, 15, 20, 24, 40]. At the

same time, they learn that male sexual predators are ubiquitous. Finally, girls are

taught that they are responsible for preventing rape and so must avoid both potential

predators and any behaviors that might incite predators. This responsibility adds to

fear of rape by demanding constant vigilance against any potential threats and by

priming girls and women to dread the social rejection, legal difficulties, and sense of

guilt they might face should they be raped. Each of these ideas can be challenged or

reinforced by masculinist military culture.

Table 1 Demographic

characteristics of sample
Characteristic N %

Age

27–29 9 36

30–34 8 32

35–39 4 16

40–44 4 16

Ethnicity

White non-Hispanic 17 68

African American 3 12

Hispanic 3 12

Other 2 8

Family socioeconomic status

Poor 3 12

Working class 20 80

Middle class 2 8

Military branch

Army 7 28

Army reserve/national guard 8 32

Air force 4 16

Air force reserve/national guard 2 8

Navy 0 0

Navy reserve 1 4

Marines 3 12

Highest rank

Enlisted 6 24

Non-commissioned officer 12 48

Officer 7 28

Sexual orientation

Heterosexual 23 92

Lesbian 2 8
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Methods

Data for this study come from 25 in-depth, semi-structured, interviews with military

women conducted during 2012 and 2013. Interviews averaged 3 hours but ranged

from 90 min to five and a half hours.

Potential participants were solicited through announcements posted on electronic

bulletin boards and email listserves of military and veterans groups in one

Southwestern state. Participation was limited to military women under age 45 who

had served in Iraq or Afghanistan. The sample was limited to those who had

deployed because deployment brings unique and important stressors (and oppor-

tunities) and because women’s role in deployments is likely to grow, and so the

experiences of those who deployed were most likely to resemble those of future

military women. Similarly, the sample was (somewhat arbitrarily) limited to those

under age 45 because most individuals leave the military well before that age [39]

and because the nature of women’s military service has changed considerably over

time. Consequently, older women’s experiences would have shed less light on the

typical experiences of either recent or future military women.

Demographic characteristics of the sample both resemble and differ from those of

current military members [34] (Table 1). Research suggests that individuals are

most likely to join the military if they come from the working class, with enlistment

least common among those whose parents have either the most or the least

education [3]. Similarly, 80 % of this sample can be roughly classified as working

class, having grown up with parents who did not attend college but who could

reliably provide food, clothing, and shelter. In addition, 20 % of the sample reported

experiencing a sexual assault in the military, very similar to the 25 % reported in a

recent large, national random survey of women who had deployed to Iraq or

Afghanistan [48].2 Another 20 % of the sample experienced near assaults—

situations in which they believed they were in imminent danger of sexual assault but

were neither grabbed nor explicitly threatened. However, consistent with its

Southwestern base, the sample overrepresents whites and Army members and

underrepresents African Americans and Navy members. In addition, 28 % of

women in this sample were commissioned officers, compared to 17 % of women

currently in the military. Non-commissioned officers (NCOs) were not

overrepresented.

Interviews were semi-structured, based on a pre-set list of questions that evolved

as new topics arose. All interviews covered reasons for joining the military as well

as experiences during and, for veterans, after military service, including experiences

with sexual assault. Fear of sexual assault quickly emerged as an important topic in

the interviews, and questions were added regarding what participants had heard

about sexual assault in the military; how they perceived and responded to the risk of

assault; and the personal impact of sexual assaults, near assaults, and fear of assault.

Early interviewees were re-contacted as needed to ask additional questions about

these topics.

2 No one in the current study mentioned sexual harassment or assault by another woman.
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All interviews were conducted by the author, and all but three were conducted in

person, at locations chosen by the interviewee (coffee shops, interviewees’ homes,

library study rooms, or the researcher’s office). The remaining three interviews were

conducted by telephone.3 Interviews were recorded and transcribed, with

participants’ permission.

Participants were informed in the call for volunteers, when the interview was

arranged, and at the start of the interview that any identifying information would be

changed before publication; all names used in this article are pseudonyms. Participants

were also told that they could skip a question, skip a set of questions, or stop the

interview at any point without penalty, although none chose to do so. All procedures

were approved by the Institutional Review Board of Arizona State University.

Interview data were entered into Nvivo software, and coded by the author based

on emergent themes, using a grounded theory approach [47]. Concepts were

developed inductively and revised as appropriate throughout the research process, as

the interviews were read and re-read, coded and recoded.

Results

Reinforcing Rape Fears

Given the high rates of rape in the military, it is not surprising that 44 % of

respondents (N = 11) reported both concern about sexual assault and active work to

prevent it, especially during deployments. In addition, 12 % (N = 3) reported that

they were not particularly concerned about sexual assault, but only because of the

steps they took to prevent it.

Reinforcing Women’s Physical Vulnerability

Studies of civilian women have found that a sense of physical vulnerability

significantly increases women’s fear of rape [16, 35]. Within this sample, women’s

concern about their physical vulnerability to sexual assault could increase

significantly when they heard stories about assaults; experienced sexual harassment,

assaults, or near assaults; found themselves isolated from their comrades; or served

under unsupportive or even threatening officers. All these experiences were made

more likely by the violence, alcohol use, competitiveness, and denigration of

women traditionally built into the military’s masculinist culture.

Hearing the Stories As can happen among civilian women [15], women’s sense of

vulnerability could increase as they began to hear more and more stories about

sexual assaults, especially against those they knew and cared about. In almost all

cases, this occurred in the context of deployments to Iraq or Afghanistan. For

3 Although the subject remains open to debate, some research suggests that telephone interviews can be

as effective as in-person interviews, especially with younger cohorts who seem wary of face-to-face

contact [50].
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example, Connie (30, African American, Army National Guard, active duty, officer,

assaulted) says,

After we learned that we were going to deploy, one of my cousins told me that

she had been raped when she had deployed. And then other women in my

barracks started talking about women they’d known from basic training who

had been raped in Afghanistan. I started getting really scared.

Superior officers also could underscore women’s vulnerability. For example,

Tammy (28, Army Reserve, veteran, NCO, near assault) reported that her fears

escalated after ‘‘the battlespace commander called the three women on the base [in

Iraq] into his office and he told us that we were the only ones on the base who were

allowed to chamber a round [in our weapons] because he wasn’t going to have a

rape on his watch. That’s the moment when I realized that this is a legit threat.’’

When asked whether it seemed he was concerned about assaults by U.S. military,

foreign military, or insurgents, she replied, ‘‘All of the above.’’

Frequent Harassment Previous research on women civilians suggests that sexual

harassment can increase women’s sense of fear [14, 24]. Thus it is not surprising

that military women’s sense of vulnerability to sexual assault could also be stoked

by sexual harassment. Such harassment is a natural outgrowth of masculinist

military culture’s valorization of hyper-masculinity and associated denigration of

women. Harassment was reported by 50 % of women in a recent random national

survey of Iraq and Afghanistan veterans, and appears to be significantly more

common during deployments than in the United States [13, 48]. Moreover, during

deployment, harassment—and the resulting fear of assault—can come not only from

U.S. military men but also from allied forces, foreign and U.S. contractors, and local

civilians, many of whom had previously been socialized into U.S. military culture or

some other masculinist, militarist culture. For example, Samantha (43, white, Navy

Reserve veteran, NCO, near assault) says:

I worked very near the fence that marked off where the local contractors

worked. And they would come up to the fence and…say and do disgusting

things. They were very good at saying the intimate parts of a woman’s body

[in English]…. And they would do it and do it and do it…. I got tired of

disgusting men talking about my vagina. I got tired of disgusting men telling

me that they wanted me to give them oral sex, and going into great detail

about it. [But] we were just supposed to deal with it.

In addition, several women mentioned incidents in which men peeped into or

entered women’s sleeping quarters or showers before being chased away; the

women could only wonder what the men’s intentions had been. For example, Nicole

(30, Army, veteran, officer, assaulted during college) said:

I remember one day I was in the women’s shower. I stepped out of the shower

and I didn’t have my clothes on, and a male soldier walked in. From then on I

was much more aware of where my clothes were and having a towel on and

how I could protect myself.
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Incidents such as these could all make women feel more vulnerable.

Assaults and Near-Assaults As is true for sexual harassment, masculinist military

culture could also contribute to increased rates of sexual assaults or near-assaults.

Not surprisingly, women’s fear of rape could increase if they experienced such

assaults. For example, Brittany (28, white, Air National Guard, active duty, NCO,

assaulted) reports that it never occurred to her that she could be raped until a

boyfriend (and comrade) raped her. When she first enlisted, she says, ‘‘I thought that

would never happen to me, because I was doing all these pushups and thought I was

a bad ass and super tough. And I thought strength was all you need.’’ Even now,

5 years later, she tries to avoid going out after dark and always carries mace and a

knife. As she explains, ‘‘You have to be ready, and you have to know that it [rape] is

going to happen, because it’s going to happen if you think it won’t.’’

Similarly, even when women narrowly avoided sexual assaults, the experience

could leave them feeling vulnerable. For example, Alice (29, white, Air Reserve,

veteran, enlisted, near assault) says,

One time we were deployed to a place about 80 miles away, a tiny little

base…. It was awesome. There was no brass, there was nobody who would get

on our case if we didn’t wear our uniforms exactly right. The guys grew

beards, and walked around in shorts and t-shirts.… And I wore shorts, and

t-shirt and flip-flops and wore my hair down.

One day the guys came back from a mission, and I walked out to their

helicopter…. [As I walked] I noticed a big truck of Afghan National Police….

And I noticed that the [helicopter] gunner had the 50 cal[iber]—this giant

gun—up and was looking at something behind me. And normally he would

swing it closed…. And I noticed that they didn’t shut down the engines [on the

helicopter] like usual.

Finally after like 10 min they started shutting everything down. And the

gunner called me over and said, ‘‘From now on I think you should wear pants

while you are here…. You didn’t know it, but the whole truck of those guys

stopped doing what they were doing and were staring at you. And one of those

guys followed you all the way over to us, and looked like he was really

thinking hard about something. And I pointed this gun at him and he finally

walked away.’’

That was really hard for me. The one time I let my guard down, something

almost happened.

Lack of Supportive Comrades and Officers Feelings of vulnerability were

particularly high among women who felt unsupported during their deployments.

This included women who worked primarily or solely with men or who served as

Reservists surrounded and sometimes despised by active duty military. In addition,

women felt particularly vulnerable when ‘‘attached’’ to another unit rather than

deployed with their home unit (such as when a combat infantry unit needed a

woman soldier to speak with local women). In each of these situations—all common

in Iraq and Afghanistan—the women could be considered outside of the unit’s
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‘‘band of brothers’’ and thus acceptable targets for the denigration that masculinist

military suggests women deserve.

For example, Shannon (37, white, Marine veteran, NCO, near assault) said that

her fears were low because the men in her unit ‘‘had her back.’’ The one time her

fears skyrocketed occurred when she was ordered to stay in Kuwait while her

platoon deployed to Iraq. As she explains,

It was miserable after they left. They took my brothers. We’d been together for

three years. And even in the U.S. we’d go out to a bar and it was like I had 20

big brothers, even though I was the oldest. I couldn’t even get a date with them

keeping the men away! And then as soon as we got to Kuwait there were

reports about women getting assaulted on the way to the bathroom. And then

all of a sudden my guys weren’t there. I just felt alone, and scared.

Similarly, Crystal (28, white, Marines, veteran, enlisted, assaulted) says

The four months that I was the only female at that one base [in Iraq] the sexual

harassment was constant.… There was one officer and one enlisted man who

would openly sexually harass me in front of everybody, like [asking] who’s

going to do me tonight? Or showing porn videos or making very open

comments about my body. Stuff like that, all in front of the others during the

workday.

Such comments put her constantly on edge, especially since she did not believe that

the officers above her would support her if she reported the harassment.

Those who did report harassment sometimes found themselves feeling even more

unsupported and vulnerable when male officers and enlisted members banded

together against them. For example, Samantha (who earlier described the constant

harassment she faced from local contractors) eventually brought it up with her

lieutenant. He responded, she says, by telling her:

If you want, I will take it up the chain, but I’ve got to tell you what’s gonna

happen. It’s gonna come back down saying that you are a complainer and it’s

gonna go negative in your record. And I got to be honest, we’re not going to

do anything about it. So what do you want me to do?

Not surprisingly, she decided against filing a report.

Reinforcing the Ubiquity of Male Sexual Predators

All the factors that increase women’s sense of vulnerability necessarily reinforce the

idea that male sexual predators are everywhere. It is, after all, men who are sexually

harassing and assaulting military women, whether in the United States or

Afghanistan. For example, Angela (33, Hispanic, Army veteran, NCO, never

assaulted) explained that simply chatting with a man outside of your team almost

ensured that

He’s going to want to get into your pants. He’s thinking about it, and even if

he’s married he is flirting with you. They were gross. If we were showering
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they would stand outside the shower and smell our body wash and be staring at

us…. They become like animalistic.

Moreover, respondents noted, such predatory behavior could come from any

military man, including peers, instructors, commanding officers, and chaplains.

In addition, the realization that male predators might exist not only among U.S.

military members but also among Iraqi police, Saudi contractors, Afghani locals or

any other men that the women encounter may further reinforce the idea that male

predators are omnipresent. For example, Rachel (27, white, Army National Guard

veteran, NCO, never assaulted) says, she first began taking the risk of rape seriously

‘‘about 2 or 3 months into our deployment [to Iraq, after] a woman was raped and

stabbed just a couple of blocks from my office.’’ When I asked her if the attacker

was in the U.S. military, she replied:

They had no idea. They never found out. It’s not just the Americans there.

There’s a lot of third-country nationals and people from all over the world that

work there.

After that, she says, ‘‘We all figured out where everybody [the other women] lived,

and we walked as a group, instead of just one or two together.’’

Reinforcing Men’s Protector Status

Ironically, reinforcing the ubiquity of male predators, combined with reinforcing

women’s vulnerability, can reinforce (other) men’s role as protector. Like other

American women, the women in this study undoubtedly were exposed throughout

their youth to the idea that having a ‘‘good’’ man as protector was the best way to

stay safe. Military culture further encouraged them to rely on their comrades—most

of whom were male. Thus it is not surprising that as women’s sense of vulnerability

to assault increases, some turn to the men they trust for protection.

Military policy also reinforces this pattern through its use of ‘‘battle buddies.’’

Both men and women are typically required to have a battle buddy during basic

training and during particularly dangerous deployment assignments. In addition,

however, the military uses battle buddies as its core rape prevention tool. As such,

women are sometimes required to have battle buddies while walking across U.S.

bases and are usually required to do so when walking anywhere during

deployments, even on well-fortified bases. For example, Amy (34, white, Army

National Guard, NCO, never assaulted) said:

While I was in Afghanistan, a couple of girls were raped in the toilets. And so

we were ordered to have a man walk us any time we had to go there. And then

the guys would have to stand outside and wait before walking us back.

Even if not ordered to use a man as a battle buddy, women usually have no

choice but to turn to men, given how few women are available [4]. Thus the military

in essence suggests to women that the best way to keep themselves safe from (bad)

men is to have a (good) man’s protection [31]. At the same time, this policy

inherently reinforces masculinist views of women as weak and inferior.
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Reinforcing Women’s Responsibility for Rape

As noted earlier, masculinist military culture is based on the image of the strong and

capable warrior, a message that women as well as men are proud to claim. By

extension, however, anyone who fails to protect themselves (or others) may be held

responsible for that failure. For example, Barbara (33, white, Air Force veteran,

enlisted, never assaulted) alludes to this when she explains that

the unspoken assumption for everyone is you chose to be here.… You’re in the

military, you’re full grown, you’ve been trained, you have a weapon, take care

of yourself. It’s not like they condone [sexual assault]; men would get into a

lot of trouble if they were ever caught. But at the same time there’s no extra

protection [for women].

In addition, the continued mandate for women to use ‘‘battle buddies’’—

mentioned by virtually all the women in this study—implicitly holds women

responsible for preventing rape [31]. Moreover, it could sometimes be used

explicitly to hold women responsible. For example, Nicole (who earlier mentioned a

man walking in as she showered) described how, after several assaults occurred on

her base in Kuwait, her sergeant major announced to her battalion: ‘‘Now all of you

ladies need to use the buddy system around here. I don’t want to have to stand you

up in front of the battalion [after you are raped] and say, ‘Don’t do what she did.’’’

Finally, reflecting the denigration of femininity inherent in masculinist military

culture, military women are often stereotyped as either ‘‘bitches,’’ ‘‘whores,’’

‘‘sluts,’’ or ‘‘dykes,’’ depending on how assertive, sexually attractive, or available

the women appear to be [4, 19, 41]. As in mainstream American culture, ‘‘whores’’

and ‘‘sluts’’ are considered justifiable sexual targets. Although none of the

respondents blamed women for rape, their immersion in military culture may have

made it more likely that they would question the wisdom or morals of any women

(including themselves) who behaved in ways they thought might lead to rape. For

example, Sarah (33, white, Army Reserves veteran, NCO, never assaulted) stated

that she was not afraid of rape in the military because she knew how to reduce her

risks. Among other things, she says,

I was very aware of what I wore and what I said…. I didn’t want to seem too

fragile, or to seem butch. I didn’t want to participate in conversations that

could have gone down a sexual path.… I would see other girls get caught up in

the little girl act [of] ‘‘Oh, can you help me?’’ [said in high voice]…. Doing so

seemed to open an opportunity for a guy to help and then to respond in a

sexual manner. And then I would see girls who would get drunk and that

would open them up to sexual things…. I didn’t want to get myself caught up

in anybody thinking it was okay to touch me.

These actions and beliefs allowed her to reduce her fears, but implicitly reinforced

masculinist ideas about women’s responsibility for rape.

Similarly, Crystal (who earlier talked of the constant harassment she endured in

Iraq) says that ‘‘In the Marines, you heard so often ‘She is a whore,’ ‘She is a slut,’
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‘She is promiscuous,’ and that changes your views on rape too.’’ In part as a result,

after she was raped by a fellow Marine, she says:

I felt guilty. I was more promiscuous than I would have liked to have been

when I first got in because I was getting all this attention from men that I

hadn’t gotten in high school, and I really didn’t know how to deal with it. I

figured I was really drunk, I went down there, I acted like that. And I blamed

myself.

Fortunately, she adds, ‘‘Now that I’m older and more educated… and more aware of

the military culture and what happens in it, I don’t really feel guilty about it…and I

don’t judge other girls who just want to have fun.’’

Challenging Rape Fears

As the previous section discussed, women’s military experiences could reinforce the

cultural beliefs that underlie women’s fear of rape in various ways, leading 44 % of

the women (N = 11) to report both concern about sexual assault while in the

military and active work to prevent it. Surprisingly, however, an equal proportion of

the sample reported that they had neither felt at risk of sexual assault nor taken any

special steps to protect themselves from assault, except in a few cases for a short

period after a specific threatening event. Follow-up questions did not elicit any fear

of sexual assault among these women. It is possible, of course, that the women were

downplaying their fears, especially given that the masculinist military culture in

which they lived values risk-taking and denigrates any expression of fear as

feminine. Even if this is the case, however, their lack of expressed fear is still an

important indication of how they live and how they think about their lives.

This section explores how women’s experiences in the military can reduce

women’s fear of rape by challenging cultural ideas about women’s physical

vulnerability, women’s ability to serve as protectors, women’s responsibility for

avoiding rape, and the ubiquity of male sexual predators.

Challenging Women’s Physical Vulnerability

That so many women in this study considered themselves (reasonably) invulnerable

to sexual assault may in part reflect personal characteristics that allowed them to

join the military in the first place. These, after all, were women who were willing to

join a masculinist warrior culture and to learn how to fight and kill. Although some

had enlisted partly because they saw few viable alternatives and some had

questioned their ability to kill even after enlisting, all nonetheless had committed to

a path that few women would contemplate, and had done their best to honor that

commitment.

At the same time, 20 % of the women (N = 5) in this sample (compared to 26 %

in one large-scale survey) enlisted in part to get away from abusive or distressing

circumstances [37]. For these women, the prospects of becoming stronger could be

an especially appealing aspect of military life. For example, Melissa (27, white, Air
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Force veteran, enlisted, never assaulted), whose parents were alcoholic, chose the

Marines because, she says:

It was the strongest, toughest branch, the most hard-core. And I wanted to

prove that I was as tough as the men…. They make you strong. That’s what I

loved about it.

At any rate, regardless of their reasons for enlisting, military training (like

weapons and martial arts training among civilian women) undoubtedly added to

women’s sense of personal safety [21, 28, 32, 36, 43]. That training gave

respondents increased physical strength, increased ability to assess and respond to

dangers using as much force as necessary, and—perhaps most importantly—

increased belief in their own strength, power, and ability to control their

environment. It also schooled them in a masculinist culture in which competitive-

ness, dominance, violence, and strength were encouraged among female as well as

male members.

The military also gave the women weapons. Shannon, who earlier described how

her fears grew when she was separated from her unit, explained, ‘‘Definitely there

were times [in Iraq] when I was concerned because I was alone and someone was

walking behind me, [but] really, it was better than walking home from the subway in

Philadelphia because I had a gun and a big knife.’’ The other women also typically

carried at least one weapon at all times while deployed, which certainly helped calm

their fears.

Challenging the Ubiquity of Male Sexual Predators

Masculinist military culture also could reduce women’s fear of rape by challenging

the belief that male sexual predators can be found everywhere. Within this culture,

women are encouraged to believe that the men they serve with are their comrades

and even at some level their family. Although other men—foreign nationals,

insurgents, contract workers on military base might pose dangers, one’s male

comrades are assumed to embody a superior type of hyper-masculinity that could be

harnessed for good, and therefore are assumed to be, if anything, morally superior to

civilian men. Indeed, more than one respondent stated that they could never love a

man who had not served in the military because they could not respect such a man.

Not surprisingly, a common reason why women reported a lack of concern about

sexual assault was because they knew and trusted their male comrades and officers

and felt that those men were watching out for them as ‘‘honorary members’’ of a

‘‘band of brothers.’’ For example, Melissa, who earlier expressed her pride in the

strength she earned in the Marines, stated that she never felt at risk because ‘‘All of

our higher-ups were really good guys.., really respectful of the women.’’ Similarly,

Julie (44, white, Army National Guard veteran, officer, near assault) says ‘‘I wasn’t

concerned about assault [in the military]… because we had trained together and

worked together and you got a feel for who your people were. And I had good guys

on my team.’’ This parallels research which has found that fear of rape is lower

among civilian women who believe they are good judges of men and who believe

the men they interact with would never commit rape [35].
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Positioning Women as Protectors

As we have seen, military training in various ways teaches women that they are

capable of protecting themselves. That same training suggests that they also can and

should protect others. Protecting the country and its citizens is, after all, the core job

of the military, and learning to protect others is interwoven with military culture’s

continual emphasis on strength, competitiveness, and violence. In addition, the

military strives to create such strong bonds that individuals will take whatever risks

are needed to protect their comrades, even if it means sacrificing their own lives.

Military members willingly accept these responsibilities. Indeed, the potential to

become a protector can be an important motivation for joining the military. For

example, when asked why she enlisted, Alice (who earlier described the Afghan

National Policemen staring at her) says:

I liked the idea of being strong, being a warrior, a soldier. I wanted to be a

strong person, physically and mentally…. And really for as long as I can

remember I wanted to be a defender, a protector, and I thought that the

military was a good fit.

Even those who join the military for more mundane reasons (such as escaping a

difficult home or earning money for higher education) can come to view themselves

as protectors through their experiences in the military. For example, one day early in

her deployment to Iraq, Sarah (who earlier talked of not fearing rape because she

knew how to avoid the dangers) heard the sirens that warned of an imminent air

attack. Following standard procedure, she grabbed her gun and the extra

ammunition she had just requisitioned for her upcoming guard duty, and ran to

the nearest bunker. Because she and one man were the best-armed military members

in the bunker, they were assigned to guard the door. ‘‘I remember,’’ she says,

‘‘looking at this other soldier and him looking at me. And I think that was the first

time I realized it doesn’t matter if I am male or female: if something happened

everybody in this bunker is expecting me to do something about that.’’ Although her

first reaction was fear, once the lieutenant called out ‘‘Prepare to attack!’’ her

training kicked in. As she says, ‘‘I knew exactly what I needed to do and where I

needed to be.’’ At that point she realized that she could kill if needed to protect

herself and others—something she had questioned before enlisting.

Similarly, several women mentioned how they protected others by guarding

convoys against insurgents, collecting intelligence about potential threats so others

could work safely in the field, and so on. In addition, women described how they

protected each other: instructing them in how to stay safe, volunteering to

accompany others while walking on base, giving advice to those who were harassed

or assaulted, and reporting sexual assaults against themselves and others—at

considerable risk to their own careers—in hopes of preventing further assaults.

Those who rose in the ranks (even if only to NCO) were especially likely to

consider themselves responsible for protecting the men and women under them.

Respondents spoke fondly and proudly of how they protected others through the

advice they gave, the model they set, and the decisions they made. For example,

Michelle (33, white, Army veteran, NCO, never assaulted) prided herself on doing
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whatever was necessary to protect her soldiers—including protecting them from

more senior officers. As she explains:

If I feel like you’re doing something wrong, [even if you’re] a colonel or a

general, I will [say] ‘‘With all due respect, sir, you’re wrong. You can’t make

these soldiers do this stuff. [And so] my soldiers have great respect for me, and

they follow me, [and will] come to me about everything, not just military stuff.

Challenging Women’s Responsibility for Rape

Finally, women’s experiences in the military could reduce their fear of rape by

challenging the idea that women are responsible for preventing it.

Ironically, the sheer prevalence of rape in the military could lead women to reject

the idea that women are responsible, especially when the victims were people they

knew and respected. Christina (44, Hispanic, Marine veteran, NCO, never

assaulted), for example, says, ‘‘I was one of a few females in my unit in Iraq,

and I would always hear from the men about women setting them up for rape

charges, or asking for it, or lying about being raped. And I believed them.’’ Then a

friend was raped by the friend’s sergeant. ‘‘In my ignorance,’’ Christina says,

It was hard to believe something like that, so initially I questioned her.… But

she asked me to go with her to report it to her battalion head. [And so] I saw

how they… treated her as a pariah and as if she was a sexual predator. And

they even asked me to …talk to her and make it go away…. And others were

asking ‘‘Are you sure it’s true? Is she lying? Maybe she asked for it. How was

she dressed?’’ But in Iraq you’re dressed in PTs [loose T-shirts and shorts] or

your uniform, which isn’t that provocative. And I already trusted her. And so I

started trusting her story.

Repeated, mandatory military training on sexual assault also could affect

women’s attitudes toward their responsibility for rape. That training has its flaws (as

will be discussed later), but at least suggests men’s responsibilities by highlighting

that sexual assault is a punishable offense. For example, Stephanie (28, white,

Marines, active duty, NCO) was raped by a friend and comrade while sleeping, after

both stayed overnight following a house party. She says:

I don’t think I’d ever indicated any sexual interest in him, but I blamed myself

for that one for two years. I was drinking, and maybe I had been flirting. I felt

like I shouldn’t have put myself in that situation. I should have gone and slept

in my girlfriend’s room, not just on the living room couch. [But then] about

two years ago, I was in sexual assault training, and it suddenly occurred to me,

‘‘Wait a second, maybe that wasn’t my fault. Even if I was drunk he should

have known better.…’’ There’s so much training, so you hear it over and over

again and eventually it clicked. And that year they had videos where they

showed a girl at a bar drinking and he goes upstairs and assaults her while she

was sleeping. And that was my situation.
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Recent changes in the military’s sexual assault prevention training also have the

potential to challenge women’s responsibility for preventing rape. Training now

includes an emphasis on bystander intervention and on obtaining clear consent

before sexual activity [30, 52]. The former stresses the ways in which any military

members can remove women from sexual danger or sidetrack potential assailants,

while the latter places the responsibility for sexual assault firmly on men’s

shoulders. However, none of the respondents—about half of whom were still

serving after these training models were adopted—mentioned such training in the

interviews, even when asked about the training they received.

Discussion

That almost half of the women in this study report neither concern about sexual

assault nor steps taken to prevent it, including during deployments where the risks

appear unusually high, demonstrates the potential for the military to change its

members’ lives and even to be a progressive force in some ways. Serving in the

military can help women to reject the idea that they are inherently physically

vulnerable, redefine their sense of own physicality, and define themselves as

protectors. Similarly, women who believe they are part of a ‘‘band of brothers’’ may

come to reject the idea that male sexual predators are ubiquitous, at least in the

military. In addition, some aspects of military training regarding sexual assault

explicitly encourage women (and men) to reject the masculinist assumption that

women are responsibility for preventing rape. Each of these changes challenges the

American cultural ideas that underlie women’s fear of rape, and so each may help

reduce those fears and the constraints they can impose on women’s lives.

At the same time, however, military women’s experiences with assault, near-

assault, harassment, and unsupportive or threatening comrades and officers– all

fostered by masculinist military culture—can increase women’s belief in their

physical vulnerability, in the ubiquity of male predators, and in the need to turn to

(presumably safe) men for protection, as can hearing of other women’s traumatic

experiences. In addition, women’s sense of responsibility for preventing rape can be

reinforced by a masculinist military culture that blames ‘‘whores’’ and ‘‘sluts’’ for

inciting rape and blames anyone (male or female) who fails to protect themselves, as

well as by sexual assault prevention policies that reflect that culture and that

implicitly hold women responsible for preventing rape.

That these counter-pressures exist should not surprise us. The military remains a

masculinist institution, and the integration of women into it reflects tactical needs at

least as much as evolving ideas about gender. The military has had little choice but

to seek more female members, given the declining pool of men who are willing to

enlist, are physically fit, lack criminal records, and have the education needed for

modern technological warfare [27]. It has also been pushed to enlist more women

because of growing U.S. military involvement in countries where cultural mandates

forbid local women from interacting with men other than close relatives. At the

same time, the military’s slow, equivocal, and sometimes victim-blaming response

to the sexual assault epidemic suggests a less than full commitment to integrating
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women into its ranks. Similarly, harassment, assault, and denigration of women

allow men to reinstate the military as male territory and to demonstrate male power

over women. Such actions not only put individual women ‘‘in their places,’’ but also

‘‘other’’ all military women by dividing the military into the vulnerable (women)

and the presumed invulnerable (men). Through this process—and despite training,

uniforms, shared jargon, and other strategies aimed at creating a cohesive military—

the private or captain becomes the woman private or the woman captain, with

special threats and responsibilities based on her sex. In this way, the threat of sexual

assault not only operates as a system of control over women’s lives, but also serves

to reinforce both male dominance and gender binaries.

Moreover, even when military culture in some ways empowers individual women

to lessen or abandon their fear of rape, it offers no broader challenges to rape

culture. Although military women may learn that they can protect themselves and

others, they also learn that this is because they are exceptions. They have been

chosen, they are told, for their toughness, and trained to be even tougher. Nowhere

in this training do they learn that other women could strengthen themselves if given

the opportunity (or even that they themselves can expect to retain these abilities

once they leave the military). Nor does training in killing enemies necessarily help

women respond to sexually aggressive friends, comrades, boyfriends, or husbands.

Similarly, concluding that one’s male comrades are not sexual predators is not the

same as concluding that such predators are uncommon in civilian life, or even in

other military units, especially when the prevalence of military sexual assault

suggests otherwise. Meanwhile, masculinist military culture continues to stress

dominance, risk-taking, violence, heavy alcohol use, and the denigration of women,

and to frame these as valued and natural (masculine) traits, rather than as

characteristics of rape-prone cultures. Thus military training cannot offer women a

broader political context for understanding sexual violence. In the absence of such

context, it is not surprising that women may fall back on readily accessible,

dominant gender discourses when interpreting their own experiences.

That said, it is important to acknowledge that almost half of the women

interviewed for this study reported no fear of rape and almost all (including most of

those who experienced sexual assault) were glad they had served. They are proud of

their service, of the resourcefulness and endurance they demonstrated, and of their

bodies that were able to meet all challenges posed to them, and they remind

themselves of their successes and resourcefulness whenever they meet new

challenges of any sort. And overwhelmingly they regard the camaraderie they

experienced—primarily with men—as one of the best parts of serving.

Nevertheless, the results of this research suggest that the military could better

serve its women members in a number of ways. First and most obviously, any steps

that reduce rape and sexual harassment will reduce women’s fear of rape, as would

enforcing regulations against these behaviors in a transparent, efficient, and just

manner. Although the best means for doing so are beyond the scope of this article,

any such changes would shift the blame for rape from women to men and would

reduce women’s sense of vulnerability, need to turn to men as protectors, and

exposure to constant stories about male predators. Similarly, the military must

reevaluate its sexual assault prevention practices to make sure that they do not
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unintentionally reinforce the idea that women are responsible for rape and

harassment.

Second, increasing the number of women in the military would increase the odds

that women would have at least some other women to turn to for support and for

battle buddies, thus lessening their sense of vulnerability and their need to turn to

male protectors. Increasing the number of women officially assigned to combat units

would be especially helpful. Doing so would make it less likely that one unit would

need to attach a woman from another unit to fill a specific role—a situation in which

women often find themselves surrounded by men whom they neither know nor trust.

In addition, officially assigning women to combat positions may increase women’s

sense of themselves as protectors, increase their strength and weapons training, and

reduce their sense of physical vulnerability.

Finally, the military could reduce women’s sense of vulnerability, increase their

sense of themselves as protectors, and perhaps help more men view them as

comrades rather than prey by abandoning the current system that sets lower physical

fitness standards for women than for men. This could be done without unnecessarily

disadvantaging women or harming the military if those standards are also

reevaluated to fit not abstract norms of hypermasculinity but the true needs of the

various job categories in the modern technological military. (The Marine Corps

recently began doing so.)

The findings from this research add in various ways to our theoretical

understanding of fear of rape. First, this article supports previous research that

identified four cultural messages underlying civilian women’s fear of rape by

demonstrating these messages’ impact even in the very different environment found

during military deployments.

Second, unlike previous research on the potential for challenging fear of rape

through single interventions such as martial arts training, this research more

holistically explored how those fears can be reinforced or challenged in everyday

life (if in a very specific context). As such, it demonstrates that socialization

regarding fear of rape is an ongoing process, rather than something largely taught

during youth and merely reinforced thereafter. Similarly, it illuminates how

countervailing processes can simultaneously challenge and reinforce deleterious

cultural messages about rape.

As this suggests, this research demonstrates not only the potential for change but

also the fragility of such challenges in the face of continuing backlashes, especially

when backlash by individuals is reinforced by both cultural elements (such as the

military’s emphasis on violence) and structural elements (such as military

regulations regarding the reporting of sexual assault). More broadly, the research

suggests the limitations of any social change build around neoliberal, ‘‘post-

feminist,’’ conceptions of individual women’s empowerment. Like women who take

up body-building, buy guns, or the like, military women can gain strength and

confidence from their training. But those changes may offer little solace—or even a

greater sense of failure—in the face of ongoing gendered discrimination,

intimidation, and violence and in the absence of either a feminist analysis of those

experiences or any wider cultural change.
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In assessing this research, however, readers should keep in mind two important

limitations. First, reliance on only one coder may have reduced reliability. On the

other hand, it is less likely to have reduced validity, since projects that use multiple

coders typically rely on either co-authors who share intellectual perspectives or

assistants who have been trained in the author’s approach.

Second, this research is based on a small and non-random sample, which over-

represents southwestern residents, whites, Army members, and commissioned

officers, and under-represents African Americans, Navy members, non-commis-

sioned officers, and enlisted personnel. As a result, these data cannot be used to

extrapolate statistically to military women in general. Similarly, this small sample

could not provide sufficient evidence to draw conclusions about the impact of

demographic characteristics on military women’s fear of rape. The data do,

however, help us understand the range of experiences among military women.
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